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INTRODUCTION:

l have conducted a geological survey over the John Sirola 

group of claims held by the Company in Grenfell Township, District of 

Temiskamlng, Ontario. Overburden is generally shallow over most of 

the property with much outcrop, permitting quite comprehensive identi 

fication of rock types except in a few low lying areas.

The general geology features two main rock types, a dlorite- 

gabbro complex, which may Include some tholeiitic flows and a series of 

fine grained lavas ranging from rhyolite to basalt. Fracturing near these 

contacts has permitted the development of gold mineralization In quartz 

veins and fracture zones making them targetstfor exploration.

Transverse faulting has ajso been indicated by the displacement 

of theses contacts.

CLAIM DATA:

The Sirola Group consists of the central or shaft claim and 

seven surounding claims. There Is also one small patented claim adjoining 

to the southeast covered by the survey with permission of the owner. 

Numbers are as follows; 512579 (shaft claim), 522687, 522688, 522689, 

522690, 522691, 522692 and 522693. The adjacent patended claim Is numbered 

39216.
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SURVEY DETAILS:

A picket line grid cut for a magnetometer survey was available. 

This consists of a north-south base line passing through the shaft and 

east-west lines cut at 100 meter Intervals and marked at 25 meter intervals 

along the lines. Some short detail Intermediate lines, cut to permit 

better coverage by a soil sampling program were also available.

In general the field work consisted of mapping along the picket 

lines with some travel between the lines to determine continuity of outcrops 

and rock types. Several trenches and stripped areas, both ancient (I930*s) 

and recent (I980*s) were located as were some diamond drill holes. These 

are shown on the map with any relevant assays.

SURVEY RESULTS:

A band of fine grained volcanics between bodies of diorite was 

known previously as a locus of gold mineralization In the shaft area. This 

was extended northeast and southwest for several hundred meters. The southern 

extension shows topographic evidence of strike faulting (prominent scarps and 

ravines). A known fault just south of the shaft does not seem to displace 

this band lateral ly.

A second dlorite-lava contact southeast of the shaft area and 

striking southeast was Indicated by magnetic data. It appeared crumpled. 

However, geological study suggests that displacement Is due to faulting 

rather than folding. In part this also features a band of fine'grained 

volcanics. Other sections show more extensive lavas with limiting diorite 

on only one side.

A third diorite-lava contact occurs in the northwest part of the 

property, striking northeast. It has been traced from near the west boundary 

to near the north boundary.
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A relatively narrow band of syenite porphyry appears to strike 

northwest about 200 meters southwest of the shaft although its continuity 

has not been proven. The same may be said of aisecond; widertband in the 

northwest part of the property which appears to strike northeast. The latter 

appears to have been displaced by an east-west, right handed fault near the 

north boundary as has the first diorite contact.

A second east-west fault near the south boundary has a left handed 

throw. This indicates that the central fault blocks, covering most of the 

property, have moved west with respect to adjacent blocks, l suspect from 

underground and diamond drill data that the known fault just south of the 

shaft involved movement south side down. However, there is no surface evidence 

either pro or con.

A wide shear zone In Maisonville Twp. to the north of Grenfell is shown 

on Map 2215 accompanying Geological Report 92 striking toward the east boundary 

of the Sirola group. There is some topographic evidence (scarps and ravines) 

which may mark its location. There are also some Interesting bands of rhyolite 

and fragmentals in this area which warrants further study.

The Shea Vein, some 200 meters southwest of the shaft, was examined, 

sampled and extended somewhat to the northwest by stripping and trenching. 

This structure is thought to have been Intersected by a diamond drill hole at 

a depth of nearly 200 meters and was the object of a 200 meter long cross-cut 

on the 250 foot level. However, its surface exposure is very short. It occurs 

at the west contact of the fine-grained volcanic band with diorite which it 

crosses. In the volcanics it consists of quartz, more or less mineralized 

with pyrite and chalcopyrite, dipping steeply north and fingering out to the 

east. In the diorite it consists of a zone of intersecting fractures mineralized
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with massive sulphides. Disseminated pyrite pervades the fragments of 

diorite between fractures. There is some suggestion of a plunge to the 

west. A specimen of well mineralized quartz assayed 1.42 oz. Au per ton, 

fractured diorite with rust and sulphides in fractures, 0.385 and massive 

diorite with disseminated pyrite, .005.

RECOf-WENDATIONS:

The diorite-fine grained lava contacts located by the present 

survey should be further explored, particularly where soil sampling may 

indicate anomalous values in gold or wider halos of copper. The latter 

is not expected to be of commercial importance but Is usually associated 

with gold mineralization in this area. The southwestern extension of the 

fine grained lava band appears particularly interesting where there Is 

evidence of strike faulting. In the northwest part of the property there 

Is evidence of mineralization in the fine grained volcanics some distance 

from the diorite contact. A discovery of gold tellurldes is reported near 

where the northwest contact crosses the road Into the property. However, 

its exact location is not known. Some very local mineralization has been 

noted;inear the southeast contact. A mineralized showing Is reported on the 

patented claim although l have not located It. The soil sampling followed 

by more detailed examination of these areas may provide some drill targets.

A^more careful study should be made of the syenite occurrences, 

particularly where these occur near dlorite-lava contacts which may have 

provided good conditions for pre-ore fracturing.

Possible extension of the known mineralization, both in the shaft 

area and at the Shea Vein,warrant immediate exploration by Winkle drilling.
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An attempt should be made to extend the shaft area mineralization to the 

northeast by a series of short holes. At least three short holes should be 

drilled under the surface exposure of the Shea Vein to seek extension and 

possible plunge.

When all the results of the soil sampling are in the more inter 

esting of these should be tested with short Winkle holes. The most promising 

targets indicated by the above should then be the object of a program of 

deeper BQ holes with the wireline drill.

Respectfully submitted,

s 
C. T. Blschoff, Eng
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